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Feeding, egg-laying, dauer arrest and reproductive lifespan assays
The rate of pharyngeal pumping at 20 8C was scored by counting pharynx terminal bulb
contractions12. The age of eggs in the uterus was estimated by counting embryonic cells in
each egg. For dauer arrest, eggs laid overnight at 208C were shifted to 15 8C, 20 8C, or 26 8C,
and scored for dauer arrest at 48 hours (26 8C), 72 hours (20 8C) and 110 hours (15 8C).
The number of animals scored represents two trials of each genotype and three
independent experiments. Visualized by DIC optics, the tph-1(mg280) dauers had dauer
alae (17/18, full dauer alae; and 1/18, partial alae) and constricted pharynx (17/18),
although some of them pumped occasionally in a 2 min interval (3/18). Both daf7(e1372);Ex tph-1(+) and daf-7(e1372);Ex tph-1::GFP animals do not form dauers at 15 8C.
Number of animals scored in dauer arrest assays at 20 8C: wild type, 5,442; tph-1(mg280),
2362; tph-1(mg280) with serotonin, 2,514; tph-1(mg280);daf-16(mgDf50), 3,537; tph1(mg280);daf-3(mgDf90), 2,423. At 15 8C: wild type, 1,059; daf-7(e1372), 1,743; tph1(mg280), 3,099; daf-7(1372);tph-1(mg280), 1,514. At 26 8C: wild type, 1,797; daf-7(1372),
901; tph-1(mg280), 3,462; daf-7(e1372);Ex tph-1(+), 863; daf-7(e1372);Ex tph-1::GFP, 1,601.
The error bars represent s.e.m. of the scores from three independent experiments. For
reproductive lifespan assays, animals at 20 8C were transferred every day after the L4 stage
to a fresh plate seeded with bacteria and progeny during that 24-hour period were
counted. Most animals lived days after they ceased reproduction. Many tph-1(mg280)
animals died as the consequence of progeny hatching internally (12/29). Thus, their
reproductive lifespans may be underestimated. Average progeny laid per animal in
reproductive lifespan experiment: wild type, 287 (n=22); tph-1(mg280), 215 (n=29); tph1(mg280);Ex tph-1(+), 296 (n=10); daf-16(mgDf50);tph-1(mg280), 199 (n=17); daf16(mgDf50), 226 (n=15); egl-1(n986), 144 (n=18). The data are the summary of 2±4
independent sets of experiments. For fat staining, animals grown at 208C were stained with
Sudan Black as previously described14. All behavioural and metabolism anlayses used
animals fed E. coli OP50.
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Eukaryotic gene expression is mediated by compact cis-regulatory
modules, or enhancers, which are bound by speci®c sets of
transcription factors1. The combinatorial interaction of these
bound transcription factors determines time- and tissue-speci®c
gene activation or repression. The even-skipped stripe 2 element
controls the expression of the second transverse stripe of evenskipped messenger RNA in Drosophila melanogaster embryos, and
is one of the best characterized eukaryotic enhancers2±4. Although
even-skipped stripe 2 expression is strongly conserved in
Drosophila, the stripe 2 element itself has undergone considerable
evolutionary change in its binding-site sequences and the spacing
between them. We have investigated this apparent contradiction,
and here we show that two chimaeric enhancers, constructed by
swapping the 59 and 39 halves of the native stripe 2 elements of two
species, no longer drive expression of a reporter gene in the wildtype pattern. Sequence differences between species have functional consequences, therefore, but they are masked by other coevolved differences. On the basis of these results, we present a
model for the evolution of eukaryotic regulatory sequences.
Multiple binding sites for each of four transcription factors, the
activators bicoid (bcd) and hunchback (hb), and the repressors
Kruppel (Kr) and giant (gt), have been physically localized to the
stripe 2 element (S2E) (ref. 5). Genetic and experimental evidence
indicates that concentration gradients of bicoid and hunchback can
activate eve in a broad domain, whereas the more localized expression of the S2E is determined by the repressors giant anteriorly and
Kruppel posteriorly5±7. Experimental elimination, addition or augmentation of both repressor and activation sites produces predictable changes in reporter-gene expression, and provides evidence for
the mechanisms of enhancer function5±7. This model emphasizes
the functional importance of binding-site sequences, as well as the
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number and spatial con®guration of binding sites within an
element8.
In a comparison of 13 species, none of the 16 surveyed D.
melanogaster binding sites is completely conserved (Fig. 1a). Most
experimentally veri®ed binding sites have accumulated point substitutions, and three are recognizable in only a subset of taxa. Each
S2E also differs in the spacing between binding sites9,10. Despite
these differences, our previous experiments with reporter constructs
of native S2Es of four species showed that each enhancer drives
reporter-gene expression at the identical time and location in early
D. melanogaster blastoderm embryos9 (see also Fig. 1).
Does this mean that the substitutional differences between species
are functionally inconsequential? To answer this question, we

focused our investigation on comparison of native and chimaeric
stripe 2 elements of D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura, whose
most recent common ancestor occurred 40±60 million years ago11.
These species were chosen for this analysis because our comparative
binding-site prediction method (see Methods) indicated potentially
important differences in the S2Es, including the absence of the bcd3 site, the presence of a new Kr site and reductions in likelihood
potentials for bcd-4, bcd-2, Kr-4 and hb-3 sites in D. pseudoobscura
relative to D. melanogaster.
The two native S2E sequences S2E(m) and S2E(p), where m and p
refer to D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura respectively, were
placed in a reporter-gene construct that also included an internal
control for position effect9,12. These two native constructs expressed

Figure 1 Expression of native and chimaeric eve stripe 2 elements from D. melanogaster
and D. pseudoobscura. a, Alignment of eve stripe 2 enhancer regions in D. melanogaster
(mel) and D. pseudoobscura (pse). Dots indicate gaps in aligned sequences. The binding
sites in D. melanogaster for the transcription factors, bicoid (BC, blue), hunchback (HB,
red), Kruppel (KR, green) and giant (GT, black), are shown above the sequence. The
conservative `Block 1' was used to create two complementary chimaeric enhancers,
designated S2E(m1-p2) and S2E(p1-m2), where (x-y) corresponds to species x distal
segment connected to species y proximal segment. Stars denote conserved nucleotides of
13 Drosophila species (D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. mauritiana, D. sechellia, D.
erecta, D. orena, D. yakuba, D. teissieri, D. takahashii, D. ananassae, D. pseudoobscura,
D. virilis, and D. picticornis). The predicted D. pseudoobscura Kr site is indicated in green
text. b±m, Comparison of lacZ mRNA expression driven by natural stripe 2 enhancers
from D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura with that driven by chimaeric stripe 2
enhancers S2E(m1-p2) and S2E(p1-m2). Even-skipped protein (brown) and lacZ mRNA
(purple) are simultaneously detected in the embryos transformed with the stripe 2
enhancers and D. melanogaster stripe 3  7 enhancer±lacZ gene fusion. Embryos were
selected to be at the same time point in development by choosing ones in which the native
eve protein stripes 3 and 7 and the lacZ stripes coincided, and by observing the extent of
cellularization. b±d, Stripe 2 enhancer from D. melanogaster; e±g, stripe 2 enhancer

from D. pseudoobscura; h±j, chimaeric S2E(p1-m2) enhancer; k±m, chimaeric S2E(m1p2) enhancer. b, e, h, k, Sagittal focus; e, f, i, l, higher magni®cation in super®cial focus
of stripes 2 and 3 from the embryos in b, e, h, k. d, g, j, m, Schematic presentations of
the natural and chimaeric stripe 2 enhancers and binding-site likelihood prediction of the
enhancer constructs. Solid black lines indicate the D. melanogaster enhancer sequence.
Solid pink lines indicate the D. pseudoobscura enhancer sequences. Positive and negative
values in the plots correspond to putative binding sites on the plus strand and minus
strand, respectively. The ordinate represents the log-likelihood value of a given sequence
under the PWM model of binding-site usage relative to random base usage. Statisticalmechanic considerations predict a correlation between likelihood ratio scores and binding
af®nity19. The abscissa represents position in the construct and shows differences in the
total construct lengths. Plotted are peaks with Log L $ 2 and peaks otherwise located in
conserved blocks. Green, Kruppel; blue, bicoid; red, hunchback. Experimentally veri®ed
binding sites in D. melanogaster are labelled in a. The cluster of high likelihood bcd peaks
in d are not detected by DNase footprinting6, but one of them has experimentally mutated
by one nucleotide to a functional site7. A Kr site at the 39 end of the construct may also be
functional because it is conserved between species. The conserved `Block 1' is indicated
by the triangle.
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in transformed embryos at a time point and location along the A±P
axis that is indistinguishable from native eve expression (Fig. 1b, c, e,
f). This result indicates either that the mutational differences
between these S2Es are functionally unimportant (to the level of
resolution allowed by the experimental procedure), or that the
changes, if functional, balance one another in such a way as to
produce no net functional change in expression.
We predicted that any chimaeric enhancer that contains the
conserved sequences of the S2E would have wild-type function if
these sequences only are important for eve stripe 2 expression.
However, if substitutional differences between lineages are functional then it should be possible to create chimaeric sequences that
disrupt wild-type function. To test these alternatives, we created two
complementary chimaeric enhancers in which the distal or the
proximal parts of D. melanogaster S2E were substituted with
corresponding parts of the D. pseudoobscura enhancer (Fig. 1d, g,
j, m). The break lies within a conservative block of seven bases
midway through the S2E (Fig. 1a, Block 1), which allowed us to
create a `seamless' connection between homologous parts in the
chimaeric constructs. The chimaeric enhancers are designated
S2E(m1-p2) and S2E(p1-m2), where (x-y) corresponds to species
x distal (59) segment connected to species y proximal (39) segment.
In separate experiments involving multiple independent transformants of each chimaeric construct, we found consistent evidence
for a posterior shift of about the width of two cells in reporter-gene
expression in the S2E(m1-p2) construct (Fig. 1k, l). In some
embryos, and in some locations along the circumference of the
stripe, this posterior expression appears to involve an expansion of
the stripe rather than a simple shift. These two phenotypic defects,
posterior shifting and expansion, suggest both a change in the
sensitivity to the bcd/hb activation gradients, and a reduction in the
overall effectiveness of Kr repression of the posterior stripe margin.
The absence of a putative D. pseudoobscura-speci®c Kr site (Fig. 1g,
asterisk) in the S2E(m1-p2) chimaera, on the basis of binding-site
prediction, provides a testable hypothesis to explain the posterior
shift in reporter-gene expression. The complementary construct,
S2E(p1-m2), does not show the same defect. Instead, it appears to
be defective in that it leads to subtle expansion of both the anterior
and posterior borders of the stripe compared with native eve
expression (Fig. 1h, i).
To explain these results, we propose that stabilizing selection has
maintained phenotypic constancy for eve expression but has
allowed mutational turnover of functionally important sites.
Stripe 2 expression can be viewed as a quantitative character in
which stabilizing selection has preserved eve expression to a speci®c
band of cells and a particular time in embryogenesis. Mutational
changes in the element, including some base substitutions within
binding sites and short insertions or deletions in the spacer regions
between binding sites, are proposed to have only weak functional
(and therefore selective) effects. Theoretical models of phenotypic
traits under stabilizing selection show that nearly neutral variation
(that is, slightly deleterious and advantageous mutations) reaches
®xation at an appreciable rate by the process of genetic drift13±15. The
model implies that each species lineage will differ by many functionally compensatory mutations. Such a pattern of substitution, we
predict, will be a common theme in cis-regulatory evolution.
Our results have implications for understanding changes in gene
expression and morphological evolution. If our model of enhancer
evolution is correct, then weakly selected mutations in regulatory
elements will be present in natural populations and will be available
for directional change by natural selection. Consistent with this
prediction, two traits in Drosophila that differ between species but
that are likely to be under stabilizing selection within a speciesÐ
abdominal bristle number and wing morphologyÐare reported to
have signi®cant associations between quantitative trait variation
and nucleotide polymorphism in noncoding regions of candidate
loci16,17. But as our results indicate, selection can maintain func566

tional conservation of gene expression for long periods of evolutionary time despite binding site turnover, which may make it
dif®cult to identify homologous elements in different species
M
groups by sequence comparison alone.

Methods
Binding-site prediction
Samples of Drosophila DNase 1 footprinted sequences were compiled from the literature
for bcd, hb and Kr. Only ®ve sites have been established for gt and thus a position weight
matrix (PWM) was not built for this factor. We used the predictive update version of the
Gibbs sampler to produce an unbiased local alignment and corresponding binding-site
usage matrix18. We computed the likelihood ratio Log L  Sj LogPij =Pi  for all overlapping windows, where Pij is the frequency of base i at position j of the binding-site usage
matrix, Pi is the frequency of base i in the background nucleotide composition, and
summation is over the width of the binding site. For bcd we used 53 sites from 8 targets; for
Kr we used 42 sites from 10 targets; and for hb we used 96 sites from 15 targets (available on
request from C.B.). This method successfully identi®es all of the experimentally veri®ed
binding sites for these three factors (Fig. 1).

Cloning, P-element-mediated transformation and whole-mount in situ hybridization
Initial plasmids containing eve stripe 2 enhancer regions from D. melanogaster and
D. pseudoobscura, and P-element transformation vector, cloning, ampli®cation, sequencing, P-transformation and whole-mount in situ hybridization, analysis of enhancer stripe
2 expression using a reporter gene, and alignment of DNA sequences have been described9.

Construction of transgenes
The enhancer regions containing the eve stripe 2 element for D. melanogaster and
D. pseudoobscura species, and enhancer halves used for making chimaeric constructs were
obtained by PCR from the corresponding plasmids9. The fragment containing the S2E(m)
element was ampli®ed using primers ME Asp + (59-aaaaggtacctgcataacaatggaacccga-39)
and ME Pst - (59-aaaactgcagtagtccgttaattgcgtt-39). The fragment containing the S2E(p)
element was ampli®ed using primers PSE Asp + (59-aaaaggtacctgcataacaatgggcaagga-39)
and PSE Pst - (59-aaaactgcagtagtccgttaatgatcct-39). The fragment S2E(m1) was ampli®ed
using primers ME Asp + and ME 1 bl - (59-agggtccctcgattccgtct-39). The fragment
S2E(m2) was ampli®ed using primers ME 2 bl + (59-ggactataatcgcacaacga-39), and
ME Pst-. The fragment S2E(p1) was ampli®ed using primers PSE Asp+ and
PSE 1 bl - (59-agggtccgccgtcttccgcct-39). The fragment S2E(p2) was ampli®ed using
primers PSE 2 bl + (59-tgcgaccaagggttgtctcct-39) and PSE Pst -. The chimaeric enhancer
S2(m1-p2) was prepared by blunt ligation of S2E(m1) and S2E(p2), and re-ampli®cation
with the primers ME Asp+ and PSE Pst-. The chimaeric enhancer S2(p1-m2) was
prepared by blunt ligation of S2E(p1) and S2E(m2), and re-ampli®cation with the primers
PSE Asp+ and ME Pst-. The primers contained the restriction sites for Asp718 and Pst1,
respectively, at their 59 and 39 ends. After digestion with these enzymes, the PCR fragments
were cloned into Asp718 and Pst1 sites of the plasmid. Entirely correct inserts were
identi®ed for further use by sequencing independent clones. The spacing between the
`experimental' stripe 2 element and the `control' stripe 3  7 element is suf®cient to assure
independent function of the two enhancers12. The stripe 3  7 lacZ expression allows us to
control for position effects in expression due to the site of insertion in the genome of
different constructs, and it also allows us to precisely control for the time point in
development when expression patterns in individual embryos are being compared9.
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Interferon-g is an immunomodulatory substance that induces the
expression of many genes to orchestrate a cellular response and
establish the antiviral state of the cell. Among the most abundant
antiviral proteins induced by interferon-g are guanylate-binding
proteins such as GBP1 and GBP2 (refs 1, 2). These are large GTPbinding proteins of relative molecular mass 67,000 with a highturnover GTPase activity3 and an antiviral effect4. Here we have
determined the crystal structure of full-length human GBP1 to
1.8 AÊ resolution. The amino-terminal 278 residues constitute a
modi®ed G domain with a number of insertions compared to the
canonical Ras structure, and the carboxy-terminal part is an
extended helical domain with unique features. From the structure
and biochemical experiments reported here, GBP1 appears to
belong to the group of large GTP-binding proteins that includes
Mx and dynamin, the common property of which is the ability to
undergo oligomerization with a high concentration-dependent
GTPase activity5.
Guanylate-binding proteins (GBP1 and 2) were originally identi®ed as proteins from an extract of human ®broblasts treated with
interferons, g-interferon being the most effective, that bind to
agarose-bound GMP, GDP and GTP1,2. Smaller guanylate-binding
proteins of relative molecular mass 47,000 (Mr = 47K)6 are also
induced by g-interferon, whereas a- and b-interferon induce
antiviral GTP-binding Mx proteins7. Human (h)GBP1 is expressed
to mediate an antiviral effect against vesicular stomatitis virus and
encephalomyocarditis virus4. The biochemical properties of GBPs
are clearly different from those of Ras-like and heterotrimeric GTPbinding proteins. They bind guanine nucleotides with low af®nity
(micromolar range), are stable in their absence and have a high
turnover GTPase3,8. In addition to binding GDP/GTP, they have the
unique ability to bind GMP with equal af®nity and hydrolyse GTP
not only to GDP but also to GMP3. As a ®rst step towards underNATURE | VOL 403 | 3 FEBRUARY 2000 | www.nature.com

standing the biochemistry and biology of GBPs, we have determined
the three-dimensional structure of hGBP1. Furthermore, we show
nucleotide-dependent oligomerization of hGBP1 and concentration dependence of its GTPase reaction rate.
We determined the structure of full-length, histidine(His6)tagged hGBP1 in the absence of nucleotide to 1.8 AÊ. The ®nal
model comprises residues 6±583 and 341 water molecules (Fig. 1a,
b), with some poorly de®ned, probably mobile loops (dashed lines).
The crystallographic data are summarized in Table 1. The structure
can be divided into a compact, globular a,b-domain (6±278),
which we term the LG (Large G) domain, and an elongated,
purely a-helical domain. The domains are connected by a short
intermediate region consisting of one a-helix and a short twostranded b-sheet. The connecting region is not an independent
domain; it is packed, via helix a6, against the b1/a1 region of the LG
domain, away from the presumed nucleotide-binding site (see
below). It could be involved in stabilizing the relative location of
the two domains against each other. The helical domain is composed of seven helices, which extend 90 AÊ away from the LG domain.
The LG domain of GBPs contains the conserved sequence
elements of GTP-binding proteins with modi®cations. Originally
the N/TKxD motif was believed to be absent in the GBPs2. An AspAsn mutation can produce a change in speci®city from guanine to
xanthine nucleotides in many GTP-binding proteins such as EF-Tu9.
As an Asp-Asn mutation in the 181TLRD184 motif of hGBP1 behaves
similarly, it is postulated that Asp 184 should bind the guanine base
through a bidentate hydrogen bond8. It was thus expected that
GBP1 would contain the Ras G domain or a variation thereof. The
structure shows that the 278-residue globular domain largely
resembles the canonical architecture of Ras (,170 residues), allowing for additions and insertions (labelled I). Superimposing the
structures of hGBP1 and Ras-GDP (Fig. 2a) gives a root mean
square (r.m.s) deviation of 1.1 AÊ for 112 common Ca atoms. The LG
domain consists of an eight-stranded b-sheet with six parallel and
two anti-parallel strands surrounded by nine helices, whereas Ras
contains six b-strands and ®ve helices (Fig. 1b). Using the secondary
structure elements of Ras as the basis for the comparison and
retaining the corresponding numbering, the additional elements are
b0, a0 and b-1 on the N-terminal side of the sheet, and helices a39
(I3) and a49 (I4) (Fig. 1b). Apart from a short insertion (I1) in
switch I, there are comparatively long loop insertions between the
97
DxxG100 motif and a2 (I2), and between b6 and a5 (I5) of
the canonical G domain, respectively (Figs 1 and 2). Whereas I1,
I2 and I5 could be involved in nucleotide binding, I3 and I4, on the
opposite side of the protein, apparently mediate contact with
the C-terminal helix.
As GBP is stable in the absence of nucleotide, whereas Ras-like
and Ga GTP-binding proteins are not, it was of interest to
investigate the effect of the absence of nucleotide on the structure.
As all P-loop-containing proteins10 bind the b/g-phosphate of the
nucleotide in a similar manner, and as the role of Asp 184 in binding
the guanine base is similar to that of the Asp of the canonical N/
TKxD motif, we can locate the nucleotide-binding site of hGBP1
using the RasGDP±hGBP1 overlay (Fig. 2b). From this comparison
we can also see that, although part of the binding site is more
accessible to the solvent than in Ras±nucleotide complexes, part of
the polypeptide chain is in a position that interferes with nucleotide
binding. Perhaps owing to the absence of nucleotide, the polypeptide chain around the binding site is mobile, as no electron density is
visible for residues 69±72 (I1) in the region analogous to switch I,
residues 190±193 close to the 181TLRD184 motif and residues 244±
257 in I5, close to the SAK/L motif, which is conserved only in the
Ras family and is absent in GBPs.
The (phosphate-binding) P loop10, residues 45±52, adopts a
structure different from that of the Ras±nucleotide complexes.
The invariant lysine residue of the P loop does not interact with
the main-chain carbonyls for stabilization. Instead, in hGBP1 the
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